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Editorial:
June saw two massive landmarks for the Miss
Q’s & Premier Family. Miss Q’s celebrated her 8th
Birthday and the party was fabulous! Special
thanks to Emz for the breath taking deco’s, she
never ceases to amaze & to Ben the Beast Master
Vidot for making the balls dance in a very cool trick
shot exhibition. Congrats to the best dressed and
all the prize getters from the night and thanks
especially to Greenfields Liquor, Coke & Peel
Confectionery for their generous donations that
made the prizes so spectacular this year. Thanks
as well to all members, it’s with your ongoing
support that Miss Q’s & Premier Pool Leagues
remain so successful.
Not only did the birthday celebrations bring pool,
prizes, trick shots and a few drinks it brought the
presentation of the Premier All Stars who had just
graduated & completed their Advanced Certificates
in Cue Sports. Az & I were so proud to have seen
14 of our up & comers complete the 12 month All
Stars program, sincere congratulations to all of the
graduates, I can’t wait to see you take your games
to the next level and make your mark. Also a very
special thankyou to Azza who worked tirelessly
on the All StarProgram, a great job!
Congrats to Luke Anglesey on his World title
efforts & on winning the Foundation Day Cup Cash
Comp & congrats to Robin on winning the Cue &
Case raffle. Luke & his family extend heart felt
thanks for the generous support & donations from
all who helped get Luke to the worlds.
July is Challenge month with the Geraldton Super
Side coming to Miss Q’s for the annual home
challenge match. Geraldton have smashed us in
the two previous challenges so we are looking to
qualify a solid team for this encounter. Enter at the
bar, qualifying is on July 17th and the Challenge on
July 31st. It’s also party time in July with the Premier
Presentation Party on July 24th. All Leagues
completed since Christmas will be presented. Hope
to see you all there, have a great month.

Happy Potting
Kez

Birthday Celebrations
& All Star Graduations
It was that time of year again when the
balloons are blown up, the streamers are
hung and Miss Q’s comes
alive. This year we turned 8
and to celebrate we held our
8 ball. Dress to Impress in
purple and gold was our
theme and we definitely had
a ball. Plus not only does a
big Happy Birthday go to
Miss Q’s but also to Kez and
Azz who celebrated their
birthdays as well this month.
Whilst
we
were
celebrating
Miss
Q’s
birthday the Allstars were
celebrating their graduation.
After all the hard work they
have put in over the last 12
months they were all able to
receive their certificates of
completion. The Allstars
have improved so much over
the past year that they are
definitely going to be players
to be watched and even a
little bit feared over the
coming seasons of league
c o m p e t i t i o n s .
Congratulations guys!
Congratulations goes to
Jarrad Page for win an
amazing esky full of alcohol
(thanks to Greenfields
Liquor) for being the best
dressed adult of the night.
Congrats also to Stewie for
winning an awesome Coke pack for best
dressed junior. To little Alexandria for being
the cutest bub under 8 months, she was
asleep during the parading but I’m sure she

loved her little bear when she woke up and
to Chelsie Reynolds and Jarrad Nagtegaal
who both won our great
door prizes.
Not only did we have
pool, music and Jelly
shots to enjoy through
the night we also had
Ben ‘The Beast Master’
Vidot put on an
awesome display of
trick shots. I think
through everyone’s
response that the
Cannon trick shot was
by far the best we have
seen. The skill it takes
to jump 6 consecutive
balls off the table and
into a cannon is huge.
Thank you so much Ben
for the nights amazing
entertainment,
for
sticking around to play
us and give us advice on
our games. Also the
card
tricks
were
awesome.
As we close out
another year it has been
like previous years,
tough
but
also
e n j o y a b l e ,
congratulations goes
out to everyone who
welcomed a little bundle
of joy, to the Allstars, to
anyone who has played hard and placed in
our elite and social leagues and Thanks to
everyone who has helped keep Miss Q’s
alive and the place to be. - Emz.

8 Ball Challenge
Miss Q’s Leaguies come one come
all, your skill is required to reclaim our
Challenge Champion Status!
Team Qualifing Knockout Comp, Date:
Saturday 17th July @ 7pm. $30 entry includes
all Day/Night Play & the Challenge Match Play.
Top 20 players will make the Challenge Team.
Challenge Match Date: Saturday July 31st
from 9am @ Miss Q’s.

L-R: - Jarrad, Alexandria & Sasha: Ben & Stewie:
Jarrad & Greenfields Liquor’s Brad O’ Brien
& Ben the ‘Beast Master’ Vidot
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Da da d da……(Horns) Presenting...... “The
Premier Academy of Cue Sports” “All Stars Class
of 2009-2010”, the first of its kind, quite possibly
anywhere in the Australia. “All Stars” was started
as a way for the hard core leaguies to develop
their game in a way that only the very blessed get
the chance to, the opportunity to be exposed to
some the most talented people to ever play the
game in and for Australia. A chance to pick the
brains, play and be coached by people who
definitely know better when it comes to cue sports
in Australia. Many people who know better would
kill for such an opportunity. Traditionally, in Western
Australia, if one wanted to be exposed to the
influence of the likes of Alec Everinadis, John
Russell or James Mills one would have to relocate
and take up residence in the Eastern States like
many have before today. The Premier Academy of
Cue Sports bought these legends of the game and
many others to a select group of Leaguies who
qualified for the program, and became known as
The Premier All Stars. The Program went for a full
twelve months and involved one day per week
devoted to the development of their game, this
included regular training every week and or
Challenge Matches and or Guest Coaches both
from WA and interstate. In the beginning “The
Premier All Stars Team” was initially comprised of
10 males, 5 females & 5 juniors all looking to further
their ability through practice, coaching and
matchplay, and was selected by a rigorous
qualification process. Together they / we set off
on a 12 month journey to secure some new skills in
our chosen field of sport. The first few months
were an eye opener for most, for many reasons
but mostly because the realization of the task they
had committed to was slowly coming into focus
and as with any great journey the prospect of
having to see it to completion was daunting to say
the least. Nevertheless every Sunday was
devoted to the desire to excel in the game we all
love. The months flowed quickly by and a few of
the All Stars had left the ranks of the program for
various reasons leaving only the most committed
to reap the full rewards from the exposure to
legends that the All Stars Program provided. The
months rolled past again and we’d seen challenge
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matches, guest coaches and practice days galore,
mid year assessments was my first real chance
to reflect on how far we had come as both a
group and as individuals, the progress made by all
was evident across the board. It was working, lol.
The second half of the year saw the return of
many of our guest coaches, who were in the main,
quietly impressed with the development of the
remaining All Stars. The second Challenge Match
against the Geraldton All Stars proved very useful
to the team, the tough competition was a good
way to gauge our own individual development
without the pressures of official testing and
although the Geraldton team beat us again the score
was close enough to give them a scare, many of
our team “shone out” as I had hoped. This resulted
in many of the All Stars getting their second wind
and saw some of the desire return to their efforts
now that the proof of their increased ability was
evident for all to see. Still more months go by and
with the end of the journey approaching at speed,
many All Stars are surprised that the end of the
program is almost here, there’s still so much to do
by way of fulfilling obligation, and everyone is
getting sick to death of listening to that guy called
Az. Likewise Az is getting sick of talking about the
All Stars Year coming to a close and the more he
talked the less everyone listened. With that the
end was upon us, one Challenge left against the
Perth All Stars at team, constructed by one of our
Guest Coaches Gordon Whittaker and was likely
to be the toughest of opposition faced so far. We
did well, very well, but ran out of steam towards
the end of the challenge eventually losing by the
smallest of margins against some very solid
competition, The All Stars could now call
themselves pool players. Almost over now, our
final Guest Coach is fittingly Justin Sajich current
Australian Singles Champion, Justin did a fantastic
job providing a most informative clinic and tackling
the job of coaching the All Stars with care and
attention, everyone took something away from their
last chance to spend time with an All Stars Coach.
The last official week saw everyone put on the
spot with The Final Assessment section of the
Program and although it made perfect sense, the
practical assessment seemed unexpected and
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Continued from page 2.
may have taken most by surprise. With final assessments taken care of all that
was left was grading and presentation, but I’ll come back to that shortly.
Meanwhile in the background of all of this the All Stars had been busy with their
six person winter elite teams for Monday nights All Stars Elite competition which
by the time of final assessments was well and truly underway, in what has
proven to be a very cool league to be a part of. Every All Star has their own team
to coach and train and Miss Q’s has opened the floor to All Stars and their
Monday Night team members to use the facilities on Sundays for the purposes
of coaching their sides which in the long run will make Monday Nights competition
very exciting leading up to finals later this year. Speaking of coaching and
training on Sundays that’s what I’m up to in the wake of The All Stars Program,
every Sunday my services are on offer to everyone who feels they could use
them, from 3pm on Sundays I’ll be at Miss Q’s running my own separate in house
coaching clinic, this service is open to anyone from new players to the more
advanced players looking to enhance their game and identify any problems in
their cueing, $15.00 is all it costs for 3 hrs of group coaching and plenty of one
on one time with me, so I look forward to seeing you there. Also stay tuned for
more Premier initiatives beginning later this year covering the “Basic, Intermediate
& Advanced Certificates in Cue Sports”. Before I talk about presentation, I want
to recap what modules were covered during the Premier All Stars Program. The
All Stars have learnt about table and equipment maintenance and cue retipping
from myself, as well as Game Etiquette and Sportsmanship from Dan Whitehorn.
Table & cue manufacture from John Russell & Zeljko Kocev. Every All Star has
earned a National Accreditation as either B, C, D grade referee in 8Ball from
James Mills. They have learnt how to fundraise and how to liaise with various
media to get the most from their fundraising efforts. The All Stars helped with the
fundraising day organized by Miss Q’s to send our Juniors one of whom was
an All Star, to the Nationals in Hobart this year, The All Stars have learnt how to
practice & give & receive coaching effectively. Perhaps most importantly many
of the All Stars learnt some things about themselves they will never forget, they
know what they are. Presentation for the Graduates of the 09/10 Premier All
Stars happened at the Miss Q’s Birthday, the same day the Team was announced
a year before, All Stars were graded into 3 categories reflecting their
performance across all modules and criteria for the entire year. Fittingly at the
09 birthday the All Stars Team was presented by Jack Halligan and at Graduation
the team was presented by Ben Vidot, both men Australian level players and
accomplished trick shot artists. I wish to extend my many thanks to everyone
who helped make this program a reality. Firstly our Guest Coaches in no particular
order, Jack Halligan QLD, Gordon Whittaker WA, Alec Evrenadis SA, Zeljko
Kocev QLD, John Russell VIC, Jim Bonner WA, James Mills VIC & Justin Sajich
WA Thank you. Secondly a big thanks to Adrian Lancaster for organizing the
Geraldton Challenge Teams for us to play against and Dan Whitehorn for his
help at various points throughout the year. Thirdly, a big thanks to the All Stars
themselves who saw the program all the way to the end, very well done team,
congratulations on your efforts. Last but definitely not least Miss Q’s, The MPF,
The Miss Q’s patrons, Premier Pool and my amazing better half Kerry De Pradines
without whom none of this would have been possible thank you, thank you,
thank you. - That’s all Az.

Missing

Jasmyn Brown

Emma Soanes

Alicia Brenchley
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Premier
The All Stars Program for me
was a very important exercise
in both my development as a
player and a coach, in the last
twelve months I have had the
ability to talk to experts on many
levels relating to almost every
aspect of the game and its
environment. I have learnt in
depth information about tables,
cues & balls & their
construction, as well as the
hows and whys of pretty much every question I
could think to ask. I have learnt things about game
psychology both mine and my oppositions that have
caused me to be a significantly better player than
I was a year ago. I have gained much confidence
from our guest coaches assuring me that I am on
the right track when it comes to coaching others in
the same areas that I have spent the last year
training in myself. I have learnt almost as much
from the exposure to people learning around me
and carefully watching their development. I feel
blessed to have been exposed to the influence of
champions and hope that my own development
will at some point do their efforts to impart
knowledge to me justice. I have for the most part
greatly enjoyed The All Stars Program and look
forward to further initiatives designed to teach &
develop the abilities of the Miss Q’s player base.
Don’t forget to catch me for some coaching on
Sundays where I share what I know. Cheers Az.
In late March 2010 I
decided to join this new
program called the allstars.
The allstars was a program
set up by Miss q’s for really
committed pool players who
wanted to advance in the
game. Every Sunday the
allstars would go to Miss q’s
and do drills which really
helped with your game.
Every 4 weeks or so a coach
would come down to teach us and assess us
which was really good. After a month or so the
allstars the first challenge match against Geraldton.
They killed us….
More coaches came and we started to improve
heaps. Sticking to the drills every Sunday
everyone started to notice that their stats were
slowly going up. The coaches writing comments
in our books helped to show us what we were
doing wrong and where to improve. Overall the
allstar experience was fun and very beneficial.
Jarrad Nagetaal

Miss Q’s
Leaguies take notice,

Want to improve
your game?
Try our coaching clinic on Sunday afternoons
$15.00 for an arvo of intensive coaching and
game advice. Get tips on all aspects of the
game from Technique to Ball Selection, learn
your percentage shots, learn white ball
control, learn how to present a challenge to
any player you face. Guaranteed to improve
your game. Suitable for beginners to advanced
players.

Every Sunday @ 3pm @ Miss Q’s.

ALL STHRS

Graduate

Wow what a year! It
seems only last week that I
had heard about all stars. I
thought to myself how
seriously do I want to take
my game in 8 ball? Screw it
lets give it ago I thought. So I
landed myself a spot on the
Premier All Stars team of
2009/2010 along with 19
other people which I would
have never thought that I
would hang out with. Together we started our
venture to be awesome pool sharks.
Team captain (at the time) Peter Raines went
through what was require of us as to what we
were to receive out of the all starts program so I
thought to myself I can do this. So started our
Sunday routine of drills and coaching as directed
by team coach Aaron Goodridge along with
fantastic talented pool players from all over the
country. We had some fantastic coaching clinics
with Jack Halligan, Gordon Whittaker, Alec “Ace”
Evernadis, John Russell, and most recently Justin
Sajich just to name a few.
Throughout the year we had many challenges.
The usual Miss Q’s Venue challenges (Gossies
and Billy’s) and teams from Geraldton and North
Perth. Geraldton smashed us the 1st time but we
had them a little worried when we went to challenge
them on the home turf. Unfortunately we didn’t win
but the whole team realized just how much they
had improved and we had HEAPS of fun during
and after the challenge.
I now know how to control the white ball, I
know how to use tactics and have a game plan
and how to use fouls to my advantage, also how
to re-tip a pool cue and level a pool table properly.
All of this would not have been possible if I didn’t
take the chance. I look back on it now, and even
though there were many ups and a lot of downs
I’m glad I did it. Not only have I grown as a pool
player I have grown as a person and I’m so thankful
that I had the opportunity to take part in such a
great program. I have met people that I will never
forget and I have learnt some valuable lessons
and even though I didn’t think I could do it, I’m glad
I stuck it out. I wouldn’t change a thing about the
past year and hope that anyone that does all stars
will have just as much fun as I did. Beth Strange.
Hi my name is Damien
Stenhouse (Aka Toothy) as a
lot of Miss Q’s people know
me, I am writing about my
experience from the All Stars
Training Program to let you
know if anyone is thinking of
doing it you should, heres
why, it helped me out of a rut
I was stuck in, in my game. It
also made me think more
about white ball positioning,
example getting the white ball positioned for my
next shot rather than just hitting and hoping. It also
has helped me and my game to improve not just
white ball control but how to break out dead balls
(etc on the rail). You must have a clear mind when
playing pool, always line up your shot step into the
table, have patience, never be in a rush. The guest
coaches were fantastic, I learnt so much from
them, they showed little tips + tricks, how to get
out of snookers. The best piece of advice I can
give you is have fun playing pool never take it too
serious. That’s all folks, signing off, thankyou.
Damien Stenhouse.

The all stars experience,
well I can tell you guys right
now that it was an eye
opener to the game that I
thought I knew pretty well,
and was worth the 12 months
of effort to learn more about
the game that’s for sure. I was
blown away by how many
modules there were, and I
thought it was a great honour
to be a part of. The first thing
I learned was how to improve my game, which
meant sorting out my flaws and working on how
to fix them. It’s taken awhile to address them all but
it was good once they were getting sorted. By the
last couple of months of the all stars I could notice
that my game had improved.
The guest coaches all had their way of
coaching, and some of the things that you pick up
from these well known players with their methods
was priceless, just sitting and listing to them
inspired me to go out there and take every challenge
on the table.
One of the most important things that I took out
of the all stars was not just the pool itself, but
actually learning the more technical rules in 8 ball,
now I have the confidence to referee games
confidently.
This module of the all stars was what I thought
to be the best, it was the re-tipping day. It the
handiest thing to know because your tip might break
during a comp but then you just put another tip on
then you can just keep going, but also when JR
was over he re-clothed the tables and Az asked
me to help, this wasn’t part of the all stars but
never the less it was good to see how the tables
came apart and what is involved in making and re
clothing a pool table
Would like to thank Kerry and Az for all their
hard hard work to make this possible for all of us.
I know it was a very awesome experience for me
and I’ve learnt a lot over the 12 months, and in
closing thanks to everyone else from coaches to
Dan and everyone who helped.
CHEERS Jarrad Page
I am very grateful for the
opportunity that I was given
when it came to the all stars
program. I was unsuccessful
on my initial try out but that did
not deter me from having the
best possible go at it when I
was give a second chance. I
think I have surprised a lot of
people, including myself with
how far I have progressed as
a player during and after the
program. The number one thing that has surprised
me the most is how much I enjoy teaching others
what I have learnt; and coaching players in general.
Not many people can say that they have had the
pleasure of playing true gentlemen of the sport, in
players like Gordon Whitaker and Jim Bonner – but
I can. Not many people can say that they have
beaten Justin Sajich – But I can. When I first started
playing pool I never aspired to be the best and
beat the best, but to play as well as I possibly
could against them, to become a good sportsman
and gentleman of the game myself. Through the
program, I feel like I am a little closer to that. The
only thing I wish I learnt was to not get so nervous
all the time!!
Rob Stewart.

C Where You Are @ - missqs.com.au
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Graduation Cont....
Hi Everyone im Shalako
most of you already know me
as the loud one screaming for
free drinks most league
nights( honestly im not an
alcoholic). As much as I do
like the “occasional” drink im
also a very fond of the sport
of 8 ball. Ive been coming to
miss q’s for the last 5 years ,
and pool was never my thing
it was more my partner rob’s
passion. It took a year of persuading from kez to
actually join up and participate in the leagues, and
shortly after that it became a passion of my own.
Now pool was always something I did for fun
(which is how it should always be played) it was
never anything I thought I was any good at or
thought about getting any better at even. So when
the allstars programe came about I never thought
it would be something id be interested in. Again
with a helpful push from kez I tried out, not thinking
id even get in. But to my surprise I did and I had to
prepare my self for a year long adventure. And an
adventure it was . A year long rollercoaster of
training, coaching from some of the most amazing
coaches in this sport, matches ,drills and A LOT of
pool. Every Sunday id pull my self out of bed make
my way down and get started on those dreded
drills. I cant even count how many hours were
spent repeating the same drill over and over again.(
or the amount of time I had az telling me to get back
to it ) hehehe . But looking back after completing a
year of intense (sometimes frustrating ) training I
am so glad I have done it . I have become a
completely different person . my outlook on the
sport, the way I address and look at my game has
completely changed .i have become a far better
pool player for it . Some of the highlights of the
course has been the invaluable coaching and
training I have got. I looked forward to each guest
coach as they bought something new and
interesting to share theres no way I can choose a
favourite. Im glad to say I have formed a friendship
with each and every one of my coaches they
advise is something I take to the table each and
every time and will continue to use. Geraldton
would have to be another highlight of mine. But
Most of all it’s the friendships ive made from
spending a year with this amazing group of people
and seeing each and everyone of them grow and
become such amazing players of the game. So a
huge thank you to Kerry and miss q’s for giving us
the ability to have this gift. But also a huge thank
you to Az , you’ve been there 100% coaching
training giving me the kick up the bum when ive
needed it and put up with all of the complaining. So
thank you ! Shalako Isabeth.
Allstars was a massive
exprienece. I learnt alot from
this exprience. I had alot of
fun and also had some boring
times. Every Sunday that i
have come in here for year
has paid off. Allstars for me
was pretty good at first and
towards the end of the year
was not so good i just wanted
to graduate and get it over and
done with. But in this year i
have gotten to known everyone that i didnt know
and learn more about people i knew. This journey
has taught me alot things that i could have never
known. I would just like to say thankyou to kerry
and Az for this massive exprience and for making
the Allstars happen.
Shane vaaelua

Hi my name is Stewart
Lambert and this is my 2009/
2010 Allstars experience.
In June 2009 we had
qualifiers for the premier
Allstars and I thought it would
be a good idea. I ended up
coming second overall for the
juniors and made it into the
team. We all got presented
with our badges and
uniforms at the Miss Q’s
birthday party and that was also the official
selection for the team. We had jack Halligan, Gordon
Whittaker, ACE, Jim Bonner, Jimmy Mills, John Russell
and Justin Sajich as our coaches through ought the
year having some of them twice. We had coaching
every Sunday for the whole 12 months besides a
two week Christmas break or is we went to comps
or something. During the coaching sessions we did
drills and races to 11 or whatever you wanted and
also got taught a few different things. I personally
learned an absolute truckload during Allstars and it
has improved my game immensely. I learned a lot
watching all of the coaches play and playing against
them and was also given a sheet of drills by Justin
Sajich. During the Allstars I made a lot of new friends
from going to the comps outside of Miss Q’s like
Geraldton, and also with the Allstars themselves. I
think its going to be weird not seeing all of the
Allstars every Sunday and only on the Monday night
that we play. We all presented with our certificates
of cue sports on the Miss Q’s birthday this year and
also our final assessments and our drill booklets. In
the end I believe Allstars was a good experience
and has improved my game heaps and am very
grateful of Kerry and Aaron for giving me this
experience and letting me be part of the Allstars.
Stewart Lambert.
Hi newsletter readers, I
would like to give you a brief
insight into the knowledge that
we have learnt over the past
year through the All Stars
program. When I first started
the All Stars program I thought
I had an understanding of
how to play ‘good’ pool. Little
did I realise, and was soon to
learn, being able to pot a simple
ball was just not good enough
anymore. Learning the new world rules was hard
to get your head around coming from a ‘pub’ player.
I have learnt a lot about all the little tricky shots that
you can perform on the table, and I am now able to
do them myself. Over the past year my game has
improved greatly with lots of help from Aaron our
coach. Also my knowledge has improved greatly
about the game thanks to all our coaches we have
had throughout the year. I believe that I gained a lot
of basic skills through the drills that we perform on
our training days; it was an honour and a privilege
to be coached and mentored by Australia’s, and
the world’s in some cases, top players every month.
I gained invaluable techniques that will stay in my
game from now on. Throughout the year we also
competed against Gosnells and Billy Weston’s
which was great to play other opponents and see
how my hard work in doing drills each week had
paid off. I believe my game has come a very long
way since I first started the All Stars and think it
was a great experience. As I see it I am very
thankful for the opportunity to do the program and
would like to thank everyone involved who made
this happen. Jarrod Ward.
Danyl & Jasmyn
Brown also
graduated at Silver
and Bronze level of
the ‘Premier
Advanced
Certificate in
Cuesports.

Over the last year I have
undertaken the All Stars
program to gain a better
knowledge of the game and
to increase my skills. The
program entailed that every
Sunday we do our drills as
prescribed. We were also
lucky enough to be coached
by a special guest every
month which was very
encouraging. Our special
guest coaches consisted of Jack Halligan, Gordon
Whitiker, Alec (Ace) Endrivenartis and Justin Sajic
just to name a few. I have gained valuable advice
from our special guest coaches and appreciate
the opportunity given to me through this program.
We also got to show off our skills when we played
off against Geraldton. The first time the Geraldton
crew came down to Miss Q’s to challenge us at
our home ground. Although everyone had just
started the program we didn’t do too bad consider
our opponents were top of their game and of
course we lost. Then in February the All Star’s
team travelled up to Geraldton to play off again but
with no luck. We did find that the Geraldton team
were quite impressed with our skills and strategy
that had improved vastly compared to last time we
met. I also found out during the program that I had
become pregnant and also had to deal with trying
to find the best way for me to play pool with a
huge belly. The ‘cheat stick’ became my best friend
and I was surprised and pleased with my efforts
over the last couple of months of the program. I
have found the program to be greatly beneficial to
my skills and strategy and recommend it to anyone
who would like to enhance their game and become
a better pool player. I would like to thank the whole
All Stars team for their company every Sunday
over the last year. A big thank you to Aaron for his
patients and time coaching us throughout the year,
and also thanks to Kerry for opening up this
program. Alycia Brenchley.
My name is Emma Soanes,
I joined the All Stars Program
in September last year so just
over nine months ago. I
enjoyed the last nine months
and have learned so much
from the other All Stars and
from our quest couches. The
challenge match in geraldton
and perth was so different
seeing the different locations
and the different styles of
playing that each person brings to the table. Going
up to Geraldton was definitely a wonderful
experience it was so much fun just being out of
mandurah, the travelling was not as boring as I
thought it would be.
The couches that came down were fun to play,
I may not of won against any but I stilled enjoyed
the experiences of noticing habits and techniques
of play. My favourite couch would have been Jack
Halligan, He took the time to see where the
strengths and weaknesses were of each player.
We first started of joining with another All Star and
verse another team of two All Stars which I found
enjoyable, then we changed format and started
individual challeges between ourselves with the
first person to 5,11 or 21.
We currently are Captaining teams of 6 players
(including ourselves), which we also train on a
Sunday afternoon, I have shown them the drills
that I did as an All Star and I feel this has helped my
skills and the skills of my team members. I would
recommend this program to anyone who really
wants to learn from the basics and is willing to
dedicate the time and patience to do every Sunday
for a year. I have seen how my skills have improved
and am thankful to Kerry and Az for Supplying this
program. Emma Soanes.
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EMZ BITZ
Hey Y’all
What a month it has been
for celebrations!! Miss Q’s
is another year older and
within the ranks of Miss Q’s
both Kez and Azz have had
their birthdays as well, its
happy birthdays all round.
As usual we had our big
birthday bash and this year
was not only a celebration for the venue but
also the 8 ball itself. Without it we wouldn’t
have the great big family that is Miss Q’s now.
To further our huge celebrations we also
had the Allstars graduation, you guys worked
so hard all year, a big Congrats to all of you!
Congrats to Jarrad Page for winning best
dressed adult and to Stewie the 1600’s Pimp
for winning best dressed kids prize. To
Jarrad Nagtegaal and Chelsie Reynolds for
winning our door prizes.
Overall the night was awesome, between
The Beast Master and his trick shots,
everyone looking stunning and the always
popular jelly shots! The entertainment, fun
and my balloon rack (miraculously)
continued into the early morning.
APL has been successfully running for a
month and I haven’t seen any of our leaguies
down here having a go!! So come down meet
some new people, have a game and you
never know you might be king or queen of
the day.
I’ve just started a Tuesday night games
as well, it is all free so if you cant make it on
the weekend head
down and give it ago
Tuesdays.
APL times are:
Saturday: rego – 1pm
and start time – 2pm &
Tuesday night: rego –
6pm and start – 7pm.
That is all from me for
now until next time,
Toodles xx

MPF Update

Miss Q’s 8th Birthda
Birthdayy Happ
Happyy Snaps

Special Thanks to Greefields Liquor,
Coca Cola & Peel Confectionery for
their generous, give-away contributions.

The Beast Master in Action...

This Months Champs

Total MPF Balance to the end of
April 2010 - -$352.69

PRESENT
ATION
PRESENTA
PAR
TY!
ARTY!

* Income – MPF Fundraising - $1574.00
* Income - Foundation Day Cup Comp - $24.00
* Expense - Justin Sajich Coaching - -$400
* Expense - Perth Challenge Match - -$275.00
* Expense - All Stars Graduation - -$348.30
* Expense - Luke Anglesey World Titles - -$200.00

Total MPF Balance to the end of
June 2010 - $22.01

Welcome
Lacey May Ward...
Congratulations to Alycia & Jarrod on the
safe arrival of
their Beautiful
Daughter
Lacey May. She
was born on
26th May 2010
at 12.46am
and weighed
in at 7lb 9oz

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON - THURS 9AM - 8.30PM
FRI - SAT 9AM - 9PM
SUNDAY 10AM - 6PM

Foundation Day Cup Champ Luke
Anglesey & Runner Up Jarrad Page

Up Coming Premier
League Seasons
All new Social Pool League Seasons
starting in May:
Sunday Blue League - 12 Teams of two
- Starts July 18th - Boy/Girl Strictly Social.
Tuesday Blue League - 12 Teams of two
- Starts July20th - Strictly Social.
Wednesday Blue League - 12 Teams of
two - Starts July21st - Strictly Social.
Thursday Blue League - 12 Teams of
two - Starts July 22nd, Strictly Social.
Enquiries see Kerry at the Miss Qs Bar or
register online at missqs.com.au

SA
TURD
AY July 24th
SATURD
TURDA
FROM 6PM
GOLD (Summer Elite)
BLUE, YELLOW & PURPLE
LEAGUE’S
PRESENT
ATION P
ARTY
PRESENTA
PARTY
ARTY..
DONT FORGET YOUR $25.00 DRINK
CARD, MUST BE COLLECTED BY 7PM
EVERYONE WELCOME,
LEAGUE MEMBERS FREE,
NON MEMBERS $5.00.
FIRST UP, FREE POOL 5PM, PIZZA AT
7PM AND 8.PM PRESENTATION, THEN
PLAY POOL &
PARTY THE NIGHT AWAY

SEE YOU THERE!
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